
INT. ROCKSMORE CASTLE - DAY

As PETE CONROY moves clothes from his suitcase into a 
dresser a figure pauses in the door frame behind him. 

BROOKLYN
Hey Pete. Is it okay if I take the room 
facing west?

Pete turns his head and sees BROOKLYN MARSH, a young fit 
male.

PETE
Sure. Whatever one you want.

BROOKLYN
You sure you don't want it? Boss man gets 
first dibs. Their website said it gets 
some great sunsets.

PETE
You did your homework. I think you earned 
the room right there.

BROOKLYN
Okay. Just... I'm happy to switch if you 
change your mind. I'm just glad I was 
able to come.

PETE
You're part of the team now Brooklyn. 
Sorry - did you prefer Brooklyn or Brook? 

BROOKLYN
Brooklyn. Thanks for asking.

PETE
Is that a... family name?

BROOKLYN
(exhales)

Umm, no. But as I've heard pretty much 
all my life, it is a girl's name. But 
apparently that thought never entered my 
parent's heads when they decided to name 
me after where I was conceived.

PETE
Hey - it makes you memorable.

BROOKLYN
Thanks boss. I guess that's why you're 
the head of marketing and I'm just an 
intern.
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PETE
Not anymore. (off his look) H.R. emailed 
me on the flight. Your paperwork has gone 
through. Sorry, kid - but you're one of 
us now.

BROOKLYN
Really? That's fantastic! Well, now I 
feel like maybe I do belong on this 
retreat.

PETE
You better grab that room before someone 
else does.

BROOKLYN
Right. Thanks boss.

Brooklyn moves off down the hall. Pete reaches into his 
suitcase and lifts out a shirt which he holds close to 
his chest adjusting the folds in the material as he 
stares into the suitcase below him.

Angle on: the suitcase. The remaining clothes pucker from 
the weight of a LARGE HANDGUN laying in the center of the 
suitcase.

Pete considers the gun a moment before his head raises 
and his eyes de-focus as images start to flash through 
his mind.

MONTAGE

A frenetic paced high rise office environment. 
Professionally attired men and women move through the 
various corridors and in and out of glass walled meeting 
rooms. Pete sits in on some of the meetings and stares 
from a distance at other ones. He's alone in his office 
on the phone - a strained smile on his lips. A whiteboard 
in his office shows various graphs and statistical info. 
He's at his desk staring down lost. At his computer 
reviewing links for the search "gun laws state by state".

BACK TO SCENE

Pete carefully closes the suitcase and slides it under 
the bed. The muffled sound of a CAR DOOR SLAM reaches up 
and into the room. Pete moves to a window and looks down. 
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